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TOWARD THE ORIGINS OF SINGING “IT IS WORTHY”
(  ) AT THE HIERARCH’S
ENTRANCE IN THE RUSSIAN PONTIFICAL RITE

Vassa Larin

As distinct from present-day Greek Orthodox usage, a Russian
Orthodox hierarch entering a church before celebrating the Divine
Liturgy is generally greeted with the singing of the Marian hymn “It is
worthy” (Slav. 
  , Gr.  ),1 during which a
deacon reads an “Apolysis” (dismissal).2 This “Apolysis” is a remnant
of the lengthy pre-Nikonian Slavonic entrance prayers, once read by
Muscovite celebrants on their way to church, but not known to contemporary Greek entrance rites.3 In Greek Orthodox practice, a hierarch entering the church before the Divine Liturgy is greeted with the
singing of another Theotokion, “The prophets, from above” (
  !"), with no reading of an “Apolysis.”4 The object of this
inquiry will be the original place and meaning of “It is worthy” in the
pontifical entrance rites. Its absence in the Greek hierarchal celebration today raises the question: Did it originate in Muscovy?
The placement of this hymn at the beginning of a hierarchal celebration also poses a more obvious question, since it is something of a
liturgical anomaly. That is to say, what is “It is worthy” doing at the
beginning of the celebration, when it usually occurs at the conclusion

––––––––––
1

On the occasion of a great feast, he is greeted with the singing of the 
, the
Theotokos Heirmos of the feast’s ninth ode of Byzantine orthros. f. S. Diomidov, Ukazatel’ porjadka arxierejskix slu enij, Samara 1915, 27.
2
This “Apolysis” is not included in the liturgical books, but continues to be read in practice. M. #eltov, “Vxodnye molitvy,” in Pravoslavnaja Enciklopedia X, 52.
3
The origins of the Muscovite entrance prayers remain obscure. It is clear that by the 16th17th c. these prayers, varying in order and number from ms to ms, are not present in any
Greek entrance rites. They do, however, intriguingly resemble the elaborate “Praeparatio
ad Missam” of the Tridentine mass (AD 1570). Could the Muscovite entrance have somehow been influenced by a Western tradition? This possibility requires more research,
which I intend to complete in the near future. For more on the pre-Nikonian Slavonic
entrance prayers cf. A. Dmitrievskij, Bogoslu enie v Russkoj Cerkvi v XVI v., Kazan
1884, 57-74; and more recently M. #eltov, “$in bo%estvennoj liturgii v drevnej&ix (XIXIV vv.) slavjanskix Slu%ebnikax,” Bogoslovskie Trudy 41 (2007) 272-359.
4
M. #eltov, “Vstre'a arxiereja,” in Pravoslavnaja Enciklopedia IX, 721-3.
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of things? For example, it is sung at the end of the canon of Byzantine
daily orthros; at the end of a moleben; and toward the end of the anaphora in the Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom. Its appearance at
the beginning of anything is strange.
Hence one might suspect that the presence of this Marian hymn at
the hierarchal entrance before the Divine Liturgy is a remnant of a
conclusion – for example, of the aforementioned pre-Nikonian Muscovite entrance prayers, common to both the presbyteral and hierarchal rites. Because the “first set” of those prayers – i.e., the prayers
read on the celebrant’s way to church, – sometimes did, indeed, include “It is worthy” as part of their conclusion.5 Just as the “Apolysis”
read by the deacon upon the entrance of the hierarch has been retained
from these entrance prayers, so could “It is worthy” stem from the
same pre-Nikonian rite. One might also venture to trace the presentday hierarchal entrance hymn to the solemn “Apolysis of the Prothesis,” which was once practiced in both Greek and Slavonic traditions,
presbyteral and hierarchal, and sometimes included the singing of the
Marian hymn.6 Might “It is Worthy” simply have migrated from its
previous place(s) before the Divine Liturgy – either from the Slavonic
entrance prayers or from the “Apolysis of the Prothesis”– and then
been solemnified in present-day Russian Orthodox usage to a hierarchal entrance hymn?
I think not. The Greek and Slavonic witnesses reviewed below suggest that the function of “  ” as a pontifical entrance hymn
is not a secondary one borrowed from any presbyteral rite. These witnesses also testify to “  ” being used as a pontifical entrance hymn in Greek traditions before it assumed this function in

––––––––––
5

Cf. for example the mid-17th c. pre-Nikonian pontifical, GIM Syn. 690 (575), f. 12. Cf.
also the early 17th c. presbyteral euchologies: GIM Xludov 115, f. 111; GIM Xludov 116, f.
2; and the early printed Slu ebniki, Moscow 1602 (no pagination); Moscow 1616 (no
pagination); Moscow 1623 (no pagination); Moscow 1651, f. 85v.
6
Cf. for example the 15th-16th c. Serbian euchology, Vatican Slav. 10, a ms written mostly
in Slavonic and partly in Greek and evidently composed at a crossroads of Greek and
Slavonic culture, perhaps the Hilandar monastery on Athos. This ms has the cantors sing
“More honorable than the cherubim,” i.e., the last half of the hymn “It is worthy,” after
the priest completes the Prothesis. An Apolysis follows with the commemoration of
ktetors, after which the Divine Liturgy begins. O. Horbatsch, De tribus textibus Liturgicis
Linguae Ecclesiasticae (Palaeo) Slavicae in Manuscriptis Vaticanis, Rome 1966, 125; N.
Krasnosel’cev, Svedenija o nekotoryx liturgi eskix rukopisjax Vatikanskoj Biblioteki, Kazan 1885, 159. A mid-17th c. Muscovite pilgrim to Jerusalem, Arsenij Suxanov, witnesses
to the Greek “Apolysis of the Prothesis” with the chanting of the complete hymn “ 
” in the nave before the Divine Liturgy. N. Ivanovskij (ed.), Proskinitarij Arsenija
Suxanova, 1649-1653 gg., Pravoslavnyj Palestinskij Sbornik 7 (1889), vypusk 3, 293.
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Slavonic sources, thereby excluding the possibility of its Muscovite
origins.
In what follows I shall attempt a hypothesis to explain why this
particular Theotokion found its way into the Byzantine hierarchal entrance rites.
1.“It is Worthy” as a Pontifical Entrance Hymn in 17th Century Greek
Practice
Greek pontifical diataxeis and euchologies anterior to the 16th-17th
c. are sparse. What is worse, they offer no evidence as to what was
sung – if anything – when a celebrating hierarch entered a church.7
Later Greek pontificals or Archieratika are equally useless for our
purposes, since they do not include the entrance rites in their formularies. So it is only in non-liturgical and rather late sources that I have
been able to locate the earliest examples of “It is worthy” occurring as
a pontifical entrance hymn among the Greeks. Nonetheless, these
sources are important since they are antecedent to our earliest Slavic
evidence to the same usage. I am referring to mid-17th c. eye-witness
accounts of travelers to Greek Orthodox liturgical centers. The first
example is found in the eye-witness report of Arsenij Suxanov, a
Muscovite pilgrim to Jerusalem in AD 1651-2, i.e. just before the beginning of the Nikonian liturgical reforms in Muscovy. In his report,
entitled Proskinitarij, Suxanov notes that upon the Jerusalem patriarch’s entrance into the Church of the Anastasis for a celebration of
the Divine Liturgy, all present sing only “the short Eis polla eti despota.”8 There is no mention of singing the Marian chant “It is worthy” or
some other “Zadostoinik,”9 nor do the protodeacon and hierarch say
an Apolysis ( *+ /) upon the latter’s entrance into the church as in
present-day Russian usage. However, Suxanov does witness to the
singing of “  ” at the entrance of hierarchs into churches
on non-liturgical occasions: when the visiting Armenian Patriarch entered the Church of the Anastasis to venerate the altar, the Greeks
sang “  ” and opened the Holy Doors for him.10 At another

––––––––––
7

For a review of the available sources cf. R. Taft, “The Pontifical Liturgy of the Great
Church According to a Twelfth-Century Diataxis in Codex British Museum Add. 34060
(II)” OCP 46 (1980), 90-96.
8
Ivanovskij, Proskinitarij (see note 6), 250.
9
The ninth ode or Theotokos Heirmos of Byzantine Orthros for one of the great feasts.
This ode replaces “It is worthy” as the pontifical entrance hymn on great feasts.
10
Ivanovskij, Proskinitarij (see note 6), 66-67. It has been suggested to me that Arsenij
may have confused “It is worthy” ( ) with another chant, perhaps “ 
  !"” (The prophets, from above…), sung today at the entrance of Greek hier-
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interestingly ecumenical moment, the Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem visited “the Franks” and was greeted outside their church by vested Catholic clergy “with candles.” When the patriarch entered the
church, he bowed to the icons “while the Franks played the organ.”
Arsenij tells us he then reminded the Greek monks accompanying the
patriarch “to sing the entrance” (<= > ) as they had intended,” so
the monks began singing “  ,” and the organ stopped playing.11 I must also mention that Arsenij does report “It is worthy” being
said at the beginning of Divine Liturgy, but there is no further reference to exactly when and how this was accomplished: “But nowhere
do they say ‘It is worthy’ after the Divine Liturgy,” writes Suxanov,
“but only before the Divine Liturgy, and even this is not done everywhere.”12 It is safe to presume that Suxanov is referring here to the
“Apolysis of the Prothesis,” which he describes elsewhere in his Proskinitarij. This rite, accomplished in the nave before the Divine Liturgy
according to Arsenij’s description, included the singing of “ 
.”13 But it was evidently falling into desuetude in Suxanov’s
time, since he notes that it was “not done everywhere.”
A second witness, Suxanov’s contemporary Paul of Aleppo, similarly reports that during non-liturgical visits to various churches,
Greek monks both in Constantinople and in Moldavia greeted his father, Patriarch Makarios III of Antioch (1647-1672), with the singing
of “It is worthy.”14
2. Muscovite Sources
Significantly, the first Muscovite pontifical to explicitly prescribe
the singing of “It is worthy” or the Zadostojnik upon a bishop’s entrance into the church is the Slavonic translation of the Greek rite of
Patellarios (AD 1666-7).15 Paul of Aleppo does mention that the

––––––––––
archs. However, I have found no instance of Arsenij mistaking one Greek text for another:
aside from orthographic mistakes, he in fact records far less-known Greek texts accurately. See, for example, his rendering of the vesting prayer of the omophorion: Ibid., 253.
Furthermore, we know that Arsenij knew at least the incipit of the chant “  ”
from the incident described below: he calls it “the entrance (chant),” giving us both its
Slavonic and Greek incipits (Ibid., 56).
11
Ivanovskij, Proskinitarij (see note 6), 56.
12
Ibid., 278-9.
13
Ibid., 293.
14
Paul of Aleppo, Puteestvie Antioxijskogo Patriarxa Makarija v Rossiju v polovine
XVII veka, transl. G. Murkos, Moscow 2005, 21, 42, 46.
15
This pontifical diataxis was first composed in Greek by Patriarch of Constantinople
Athanasius Patellarios (†1654) at the request of the Patriarch of Moscow Nikon in 1653-
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Patriarch of Moscow was greeted in the Dormition Cathedral with the
singing of “It is worthy.”16 But since there is no rubric prescribing this
in any pre-Nikonian Muscovite pontifical I know of, this may have
been an innovation of the hellenophile Patriarch Nikon. According to
the patriarchal pontifical contemporary to Patriarch Nikon, GIM Syn.
690 (575), the patriarch is greeted with the “@ Q [™ < <\i *\ ]i\]=+” and “^ * [[\” (the Polychronion of the Patriarch and “Eis
polla…”) (f. 11v). As the patriarch ascends his throne, prepared in the
center of the nave, he himself “says the entrance beginning with ‘It is
worthy…’ and the Apolysis” ( < ]_ / *]_= >  \`\[ / >
 @/ _ *+ @/) (f. 12). Nothing in these rubrics suggests that “It
is worthy” was sung, though it was clearly read by the main celebrant
upon entering the church, just as in Muscovite presbyteral ms euchologies of the same period.17
Whatever the case may have been in pre-Nikonian Muscovy, the
presence of the custom of singing “It is worthy” as a pontifical entrance hymn among the Greeks indicates that it had nothing to do with
the “two sets” of pre-Nikonian Muscovite entrance prayers, which did
not exist in Greek usage. The origins of the custom must hence be
sought in the Greek sources.
3. The Obscure Origins of the Chant “It is Worthy”
The origins of singing the chant “It is worthy” or “  ”
upon the entrance of a hierarch into church are difficult to trace, since
the origins of the chant itself are obscure. The last half of the chant,
beginning with the words “{| }~"  }...,” is the
Heirmos of the ninth ode of Byzantine matins for Good Friday, attributed to the hymnographer Kosmas of Maiouma (†ca. 752). According
to G. Papadopoulos, Kosmas’ Heirmos was inspired by the beginning
of a hymn of St. Ephrem the Syrian (†373), “{}~"  -

––––––––––
4. The rite composed by Patellarios was translated into Slavonic with slight modifications
and introduced into official Russian Orthodox usage at the Moscow Council in 1666-7,
and remains practically unchanged to this day. Cf. the published versions of the Slavonic
translation: N. Subbotin (ed.), Dejanija Moskovskix Soborov 1666 i 1667 godov, Moscow
1893, f. 42v (the diataxis is included in the acts of the Council); and the first edition of the
diataxis as a separate book, in arxierejskago dejstva, Moscow 1668, f.1v.
16
Paul of Aleppo (see note 14), 344, 352, 383.
17
The following 17th c. presbyteral Slu ebniki mention “It is worthy” at the end of the first
set of entrance prayers, upon entrance of the celebrant(s) into the church: GIM Xlud. 115,
f. 111; GIM Xlud. 116, f. 2; BAN Arxang. Krasnogorsk. 47, f. 55; RNB Q1-60, f. 44; RNB
Q1-659, f. 30; RNB Sof. 1027, f. 62v.
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} "  "  " ".”18 Kosmas’
Heirmos also serves as the refrain for the “Magnificat” in daily Byzantine matins. According to an Athonite tradition, the first half of the
hymn, beginning with the words “  ,” was revealed by the
Archangel Gabriel to a monk of the Holy Mountain in the late 10th c.19
It was not until the 16th c. that “  ” firmly took its place in
CHR as a chant sung by the choir after the Marian Ekphonesis, “Especially…,” and, significantly, before the commemoration of the hierarchy in the Ekphonesis, “First, Lord, remember…”20
4. From Imperial Acclamations to “It is Worthy”?
A tenable hypothesis for the origins of singing “It is worthy” at a
bishop’s entrance might be sought in the area of imperial acclamations. Since pre-Christian times, the Roman emperor was greeted with
various cries wishing the sovereign well and professing allegiance to
his reign. Here are two examples from the Historia Augusta, describing how the crowds acclaimed Emperors Gordian I, Maximus, and
Balbinus in 238:
Gordiani tres 8. 4: tunc acclamatum est: “Aequum est, iustum est. Gordiane
Auguste, di te servent, feliciter imperator es, cum filio imperes.”
Maximus et Balbinus 2.9 – 3. 1: post haec adclamatum est uno consensu:
“Aequum est, iustum est. sententiae Sabini omnes consentimus. Maxime et
Balbine Augusti, dii vos servent. di vos principes fecerunt, di vos conservent…”21

The Theotokian chant “  ,” beginning just as the cited
acclamations with “Aequum est…,” could itself be a sort of acclamation from later Byzantine times. In Byzantium imperial acclamations
were duly christianized, combining wishes for the emperor’s “many
years” with prayers for the emperor’s salvation. These prayerful ac-

––––––––––
18

G. Papadopoulos,     ! " #$$%&&$" &$",
Athens 1890, 126. Cf. E. Lamerand, “La Légende de l’  ,” EOr 2 (1898-9),
227, note 1. For these and other references concerning the origins of the Marian chant I
am indebted to G. Winkler’s article, “Die Interzessionen der Chrysostomusanaphora in
ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung (I. Teil),” OCP 36 (1970), 301-336, esp. 322-323.
19
Lamerand, “La Légende de l’  ” (see previous note), 227-30.
20
Cf. R. Taft, A History of the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, vol. IV : The Diptychs,
(OCA 238), Rome 1991, esp. 118-119.
21
E. Hohl (ed.), Scriptores Historiae Augustae, Vitae principum (Bibliotheca scriptorium
Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana), vol. II, Leipzig 1965, 35, 59. Cf. R. Taft, “The
Dialogue before the Anaphora in the Byzantine Eucharistic Liturgy III: ‘Let us give
thanks to the Lord – It is fitting and right,” OCP 55 (1989), 72.
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clamations included appeals to the Holy Trinity, to the Cross, and to
the Mother of God, as in the following examples from the 10th c. Book
of Ceremonies:
•
•
•

•

«{,   "» (O Thrice-Holy One, help
the rulers!).22
«}"  ",  " ~"» (O All-Holy
Spirit, protect the sovereigns!).23
«   ¡},    ¢"»
(O Mother of our God, keep the purple-born!).24
«£ ¤ ",   "» (O Life-Giving Cross, help the rulers!); «¥ ¦§ ~ , ~"»
(In this [i. e., the Cross] you are crowned, o benefactors!); « ¦§ "¢¦ " ª» (In this [i. e., the Cross] you reign and
conquer!).25

The last acclamations, referring to the Life-Giving Cross, were intoned as the emperor appeared at the hippodrome accompanied by
processional crosses carried before him. In this case the acclamations
may have been inspired by the sight of the processional crosses,26 although – processional crosses or no processional crosses – it was not
uncommon to associate the Byzantine emperor’s power with the
power of the cross.
The chant “  ” may have functioned as a pontifical acclamation, in imitation of the “prayerful” imperial acclamations, just
as the acclamation “Eis polla…” was adopted into the pontifical rite
from imperial ceremony. Although it is not clear why a Marian hymn
came to be associated with the person of the hierarch, today “ 
” seems to invariably appear in close proximity to expressly pontifical moments:

––––––––––
22

De Cerem. II, 78 (69). A. Vogt (ed.), Le Livre des ceremonies de Constantin Porphyrogénète (texte) II, Paris 1939, 122.
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid. “Purple-born” was an imperial epithet designating a son or daughter born after the
father had become emperor. The epithet was explained either in terms of the parents’ assumption of “the purple,” or by the custom of the empresses giving birth in a purpledecorated structure of the palace, the Porphyra. Cf. M. McCormick, “Porphyrogennetos,”
The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium III, 1701.
25
De Cerem. II, 78 (69), Vogt II (see note 22), 129.
26
Cf. J. Cotsonis, Byzantine Figural Processional Crosses (Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine
Collection Publications 10), Washington, DC 1994, 10.
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1. It is now sung after the ninth ode of the Canon at Byzantine
Matins. According to the influential pontifical of Gemistos
(AD 1386), the hierarch began vesting at his stasidion at this
moment (“}  ~¢ !  ¬!,” after the end of
the ninth ode).27 In the mid-17th c. both Paul of Aleppo and
Arsenij Suxanov note another pontifical usage among the
Greeks: after the completion of the Canon, the hierarch(s) present would leave their stasidia at this moment to venerate the
icons in the church and bless the people present.28 In these
cases there was a break between Matins and the Divine Liturgy, so the hierarch(s) would again venerate the icons upon
returning to church for the Divine Liturgy.29 At an earlier period in the Diataxis of Theodore Agallianos (AD 1437), the
emperors arrive in church at the end of the canon and are acclaimed with the words, “Eis polla eti, despota!” after which
they venerate the icons and ascend their thrones. The emperors
are followed by the patriarch, who also venerates the icons,
then blesses the people and enters the sanctuary.30 Agallianos
says nothing of a patriarchal acclamation, but one might suspect that something was sung or chanted during the patriarch’s
solemn entrance. In any event it is possible that “ 
” was attracted to this moment of Matins because of its
pontifical associations.
2. It is well-established that “  ” is sung at the Divine
Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom in response to the Marian Ekphonesis “Especially…” precisely because of the Marian
theme of this preceding Ekphonesis. Throughout the historical
development of CHR, the various troparia or verses that appeared at this location of the liturgy were invariably Marian. 31

––––––––––
27

A. Rentel (ed.), The 14th Century Patriarchal Liturgical Diataxis of Dimitrios Gemistos. Edition and Commentary, unpublished doctoral dissertation, PIO, Rome 2003, 185.
28
Arsenij Suxanov describes “the patriarch and everyone” kissing the icons during the
singing of “All that breathes” ( ®¯  >°=\i): Ivanovskij, Proskinitarij (see note 6),
243. Paul of Aleppo observes this custom in Constantinople, Moldavia, and Wallachia,
adding the interesting details that toward the end of matins the hierarch(s) first venerated
the icons, then the male members of the congregation did the same, while the women and
children awaited the end of liturgy to venerate the icons. The hierarch(s) blessed the male
faithful after the latter had venerated the icons: Paul of Aleppo (see note 14), 23, 36-37,
63.
29
Cf. Paul of Aleppo (see note 14), 37.
30
M. Christopoulos, “{| " ! "¢  ± "± ! ",” ¥ ²"" ³¤" ´ XI (1935) 49.
31
Cf. Winkler, “Interzessionen” (see note 18), 320ff; Taft, Diptychs (see note 20), 118119.
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However, no hypotheses have been suggested as to why the
chant “  ” was eventually preferred to other Theotokia at this moment in the liturgy. Was it perhaps considered
most appropriate in light of the following Ekphonesis, “First,
Lord, remember…,” with its pontifical commemoration? It is
perhaps significant that the earliest witness to this particular
Theotokion in the Byzantine Divine Liturgy is the pontifical
diataxis of Gemistos (AD 1386), which has the choir sing it
after the Marian Ekphonesis “Especially…,” while the patriarch recites it quietly.32
3. Finally, “  ” is sung in both Greek and Muscovite
hierarchal rites as a pontifical entrance hymn when a hierarch
enters a church.
The various liturgical contexts of this Theotokion seem to suggest
its association with pontifical ceremonial. “  ” may originally have been composed as a pontifical acclamation, though its obscure origins and the present dearth of further evidence do not allow
for more than a hypothesis in this regard.
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––––––––––
32

Rentel (see note 27), 250. Cf. Winkler, “Interzessionen” (see note 18), 325-6.
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